
    

A SPECIAL MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRS

Greetings from Jenni Gasbarro, DAWS Capital Campaign Chairperson and
Cheryl Rykowski, DAWS Renovation Chairperson:

 
As a special friend of DAWS, you know that we do things differently than the
typical animal shelter. Our no-kill philosophy means we will never euthanize
an animal because of lack of shelter space: Our mission is to provide love and
industry-leading care to all of our animals until they are adopted, no
exceptions.

In 2020, we broke our record and our most optimistic expectations by
placing 1,200 animals in their forever homes. An extraordinary
accomplishment during a pandemic, no less.
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Now, we are thrilled to announce the launch of the DAWS’ $2 Million
Capital Campaign to fund our urgently needed shelter renovation...and
to be successful, we need your help .
 
Our shelter is an amazing place, with a heart-warming history and the
opening scene of tens of thousands of successful animal adoption stories. But
the building — never designed to be an animal shelter — is old…very old. It
leaks, it is hard to heat and cool, and the dog kennels are all but
crumbling. We have “made-do” for a long time and need to dramatically
improve our space to continue to properly care for the many dogs and cats
we rescue and rehome each year.
 
We are ready to give our animals the shelter they deserve. We hope you
can join us on this life-saving mission.
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THE FUTURE OF DAWS

Over the last few years, the DAWS
team has been diligently preparing
for these much-needed renovations.
Ace architect, Lynne Persan, and
master builder, Tary Tarlton of
Kenosia Construction, have both
generously donated their services.

https://renovation.daws.org/


See what the future holds by visiting
our designated page -
renovation.daws.org, and continue to
follow our progress as we move
through the many phases of this
exciting and much needed project.
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